221 SERIES LEVER-NUTS®
The Next Generation of Compact Splicing Connectors
WAGO 221: COMPACT Splicing Connectors for All Wire Types

Setting new standards in electrical installations, WAGO’s new ‘all-around’ connector is smaller and even more user friendly than its successful predecessor, the 222 Series.

The 221 Series LEVER-NUTS® user can:

- Connect any combination of solid, stranded, and flexible copper wires faster and more reliably
- Minimize space consumption in the junction box — by 40% compared to 222 Series
- Visually inspect for proper strip length and complete wire insertion through its transparent housing
- Operate comfortably and with lower operating forces by using familiar orange levers

- AWG 24 - 12 solid, stranded, flexible
- 0.14 - 4 mm² “f-st”
- 0.2 - 4 mm² “s+st”

Easily combine various types and sizes of wires

40% SMALLER 100% TRANSPARENT
How it Works

1. Strip conductor to 11 mm / 0.43 in. - refer to strip length guide printed on side of connector.
2. Lift lever to open clamping unit; insert stripped conductor.
3. Lower the lever to close the clamping unit.

- **Nominal current:** 20 A
- **Nominal voltage:** 600 V
- **Operating temperature:** 105 °C